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Model 70 Variance ?
May 30 2009 at 7:35 AM

Barry.  (Login Barrynz)
 Falke Forum moderators

Thanks for posting those wonderful pictures of Vic's collection. 
 Quote 

 "With thanks to Vic Turner. This fine collection includes a rare model 10 boy's rifle, several variants of the model 70s and model 80s, and a model 90." 
 Just what Model 70 Variance are known? 
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 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

That's a good question. May 30 2009, 11:01 AM 

I'm no expert on the Falke 70s and own just one of them myself, but looking at the brochures and at various pics the differences seem to include: 

Stock: chequered pistol grip or plain grip; squared off pistol grip/higher comb/forend panels (Model 70a), rounded grip/lower comb/no panels (Model 70); walnut or beech; metal buttplate(?)
or plain butt with grooves. 

 
Barrels: .177 (standard) or .22 cal (special order); either rifled (gezogenem) or smoothbore (glattem). 
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Model 70 variations again June 2 2009, 4:33 AM 

Gentleman. Garvin’s helpful response to my question on Model 70s has prompted me to take a closer look at the three in my collection. 

A (top) Appears to have a beech stock and a checkered grip with a fluted forend. It also has a metal butt plate. Cal .177 
 B (Middle) Appears to have a lighter coloured stock with a more distinct grain. Could this be walnut? It has no checkering or butt plate but has the fluted forend. The butt has groves cut in

to it. Cal .22. 
 C (Bottom) Appears to have a beech stock. It has no checkering or butt plate but has the fluted forend. The butt has groves cut in to it. Cal .177 

 
Observations. The basic shapes of the three stocks are identical. However one is walnut or made to look like walnut. There are no obvious differences in the actions other then caliber. No
serial numbers? It is interesting to note however that “B” the .22 in the middle has a stock almost half an inch shorter then the other two. I suspect that this is a factory alternative as both
“B” and “C” have identical looking and number of groves in the butt end. 

 
I’d be interested to see some photographs of the other Model 70 variations already mentioned. 

 Barry 
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This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Jun 2, 2009 11:07 AM
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